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Abstract. We present NeV/MgV and SiVII/MgVII theoretical line intensity ratios as a function of electron density Ne and temperature Te . These
are shown in the form of ratio-ratio diagrams, which should in principle
allow both Ne and Te to be deduced for the emitting region of the solar
plasma. We apply these diagnostics in the solar atmosphere, and discuss
the available observations made from space. In most cases, however, we
deduce Ne and Te from the computed absolute line intensities in a spherically symmetric model atmosphere of the Sun. Possible future applications
of this investigation to spectral data from the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) are
briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction
Line ratios involving transitions in the ultraviolet (UV) and extreme-ultraviolet
(EUV) regions of the spectrum frequently provide excellent temperature and density
diagnostics for the emitting or absorbing plasmas. Over the past twenty five years or
so, many such diagnostics have been developed for application to astronomical
spectra, such as those of the solar transition region/corona and stellar observations
from balloon, rocket and satellite-borne experiments (cf., Dwivedi 1994; Mason and
Monsignori Fossi 1994). High-quality EUV data obtained from the spacecraft SOHO,
provide the motivation for diagnostic applications to the analysis and interpretation of
such data.
The usual procedure has been to look for line intensity ratios which are sensitive
either to electron density Ne or electron temperature Te . In various investigations it
has been noticed that electron pressure within the chromosphere-corona transition
region, and the corona, is either constant or varies slowly with height in the transition
region and to some extent in the corona. The observed intensity of a particular line is
due to several emitting layers. Each layer would have different electron density and
temperature values but electron pressure would be nearly the same in all the emitting
layers. The comparison of theoretical ratios with the observed values would then give
the effective values of electron density and temperature within the emission regions.
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It is, therefore, physically meaningful to study the variation of intensity ratios with
electron density (and thus temperature) at constant pressure. This approach has been
applied for spectroscopic diagnostics of several solar ions including NeV/MgV and
SiVII/MgVII (cf., Dwivedi, Mohan & Raju 1997 and references cited therein).
Under the conditions that obtain in the Sun, the line intensity ratios are thus clearly
sensitive to variations in both the electron temperature and density. Hence, in principle, they should only be used to determine Ne or Te when the other plasma parameter
has been independently estimated. In view of this, we investigate the problem from
another standpoint. In what follows, we plot several ratio-ratio diagrams, such as log
R1 vs log R2 and so on, for a grid of (log Ne,, log Te) values appropriate to the solar
transition region. Using these figures it is possible to simultaneously determine both
the electron temperature and density from the measured/computed values of the
ratios. Such a technique has also been used by Keenan et al. (1995).
The ions NeV, MgV and SiVII, MgVII have their respective ionic concentrations
maximum at about the same temperatures of 2.8 × 105 Κ and 6.3 × 105 K, respectively. Moreover, their ionization equilibrium curves overlap around the respective
temperatures for maximum ionic concentrations. Therefore, these ionic pairs could be
used for the electron density and temperature diagnostics of the relevant portions of
the chromosphere-corona transition region and also to estimate their relative element
abundances. We have computed theoretical line intensities for several NeV, MgV,
SiVII and MgVII lines using a model solar atmosphere by Elzner (1976) and assuming values of 3.5 × 10–5, 3.7 × 10–5 and 3.9 × 10–5 for the elemental abundances
(relative to hydrogen) of Ne, Mg and Si, respectively (Meyer 1985). Theoretical
intensities have been compared with the available observed quiet-Sun intensities for
these lines. However, for want of data, we make use of these computed line intensities
to deduce electron density and temperature from the ratio-ratio approach while
emphasizing their applications with the SOHO data when available.
In section 2, we briefly describe the line emissivity. Atomic data are discussed in
section 3. Observed and computed line intensities are considered in section 4.
Electron density and temperature diagnostic aspects are examined in section 5. We
make concluding remarks in the last section.
2. Line emissivity
The volume emission coefficient in a radiative transition from the upper level j to a
lower level i for an optically thin spectral line is given by
(1)
where λ ij is the wavelength for the transition i → j, h is Planck’s constant, c the
velocity of light and Aji is the spontaneous transition probability. The number density
Nj of the emitting level of the ionic species can be parametrised as:
(2)
where X+p denotes the pth ionization stage of the element X, Nj (X+p) /N(X+p) is the
population of level j relative to the total population of the ion X+p, N(X+P) /N(X) is
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the ionization ratio of the ion X+p . N(X) /N(H) is the abundance of the element X
relative to hydrogen which may or may not be constant in the solar plasma. We have
assumed N(H) /Ne = 0.8 for the fully ionized plasma. The emissivity can now be
expressed as:
(3)
We denote the line intensity as I(λ ij) which is the intensity integrated over the line of
sight. In the case of two lines emitted from the same ion, the intensity ratio can be
expressed as
(4)
The intensity ratio for the lines emitted from the same volume element but from
different elements X and Υ is then given by:
(5)
Where

and

In the second case the intensity ratio depends on the relative ionic concentrations of
the elements and their relative element abundances. The ionization equilibrium curves
for NeV, MgV and SiVII, MgVII overlap around their respective temperatures for
maximum ionic concentrations, respectively. We, therefore, assume that lines from
NeV-MgV originate from the same emitting layers; similarly for the SiVII-MgVII ions.
This assumption then justifies the use of equation (5) for line intensity ratios. We have
solved the steady state equations for the various atomic levels to obtain Nj(NeV)/
N(NeV), Nj(MgV)/N(MgV), Nj(SiVII)/N(SiVII) and Nj(MgVIl)/N(MgVII) as a function of electron density and temperature. We have considered the first 15 atomic levels
for NeV, MgVII and the first 9 atomic levels for MgV, SiVII ions.
3. Atomic data
The atomic data needed to compute line intensities are the following: (i) wavelengths,
(ii) radiative transition probabilities, and (iii) collision strengths. The wavelengths
have been taken from Kelly & Palumbo (1973). The wavelengths for a few transitions
which are not listed by Kelly & Palumbo have been estimated from the term values
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Table 1. Line intensities of Ne V lines (N (Ne) / N (H) = 3.5 ×10–5 ).

Table 2.

Line intensities of Mg V lines (N (Mg) / N (H) = 3.7 × 10–5).

' (1982). For NeV and MgVII the various transition probabilities have
given by Edlen
been taken from Nussbaumer and Rusca (1979) and Aggarwal (1986). Transition
probabilities for the SiVII ion have been taken from Bhatia, Feldman & Doschek
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Table 3. Line intensities of Mg VII lines (N (Mg) / N (H) = 3.7 × 10–5).

a
b

Malinovsky & Heroux (1973).
Vernazza & Reeves (1978).
Table 4. Line intensities of SiVII lines (N (Si) / N (H) = 3.9 × 10–5).

a

Malinovsky & Heroux (1973).
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(1979). In the case of MgV ion, for a given transition logarithmic value of transition
probabilities of SiVII, SIX and ArXI (Bhatia, Feldman & Doschek 1979) were
plotted against the inverse atomic number. A linear fit between log Aji and 1/Z

Figure 1. (a) Plot of the theoretical NeV/MgV emission line ratio log R1 = λ416.20/
λ353.09 against log R2 = λ359.39/ λ 353.09 for a range of electron temperatures (log Te = 5.3–
5.7; Te in K) and electron densities (logNe = 8–11, Ne in cm–3). Points of constant Te are
connected by dashed lines, while those of constant Ne are joined by solid lines; (b) Same as
Fig. l(a) except for log R1= λ416.20/λ353.09 against log R3 =λ 358.48/λ 353.09.
,
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(Ζ being the atomic number) was found to be valid for all the transitions. The
respective Aji values for MgV transitions were thus obtained.
The various collision strengths required to solve the steady state equations for the
atomic levels have been expressed in terms of effective collision strengths. Collision
strengths are in general a function of the incident electron energy. The integral of the
collision strength over the incident electron energies gives us the effective collision
strength. In simple cases it is possible to get an analytical form for the effective

Figure 2 (a) same as Fig. 1 except for log R4 = λ 416.20/ 351.09 against log R5 =
λ358.48/λ351.09; (b) log R4 =λ416.20/λ351.09 against log R6 =λ359.39/λ 351.09.
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collision strength. In such cases we get the effective collision strengths as a function
of the electron temperature for which suitable analytical forms have been derived.
Thus we have obtained effective collision strengths for NeV, MgV, SiVII and MgVII
ions for the various transitions as a function of electron temperature using the
following sources : Aggarwal (1984,1985,1986) for NeV and MgVII ions; and Bhatia,
Feldman & Doschek (1979) for MgV and SiVII ions.

Figure 3. (a) Same as Fig. 1 except for log R7 = λ 416.20/ λ353.30 against log
R8 = λ 359.39/λ 353.30; (b) logR7 = λ416.20/λ353.30 against log R9 = λ358.48/λ353.30.
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Figure 4 (a) Same as Fig 1 except for log R10 = λ416.20/λ355.33 against log R11 =
λ359.39/λ355.33; (b) log R10 = λ416.20/λ355.33 against log R12= 358.48/ 355.33.

4. Observed and theoretical intensities
Theoretical line intensities have been computed assuming: (i) spherically symmetric
quiet-Sun model-atmosphere (Elzner 1976), (ii) ionic concentrations tabulated by
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Figure 5. (a) Same as fig 1 except for log R13 = λ 416.20/λ354.22 against log R14 =
λ359.39/λ354.22; (b) log R13 = λ416.20/λ354.22 against log R15 =λ358.48/λ354.22.

Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985), and (iii) values of 3.5×10–5, 3.7 × 10–5 and 3.9×10–5
for the element abundance (relative to hydrogen) of Ne, Mg and Si, respectively (Meyer
1985). In Tables 1 to 4 we have listed the theoretical and available observed line intensities for the ions NeV, MgV, SiVII and MgVII. To resolve the discrepancies between
the computed and observed intensities, observations at high spectral resolutions with a
more sensitive spectral scan are needed. Moreover, the solar atmosphere is completely
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Table 5. NeV/MgV electron densities and temperatures (Ne , Te)
derived from ratio-ratio diagrms (cf., Figs. 1 to 5).

Table 6. SiVII/MgVII electron densities and temperatures
(Ne, Te) derived from ratio-ratio diagrams (cf., Figs. 6 to 9).

inhomogeneous and the computed intensity values based on a spherically symmetric
model can at best serve as an indicator of the feasibility of observing these lines.
5. Density and temperature diagnostic NeV/MgV line ratios
We show in Figs. 1 to 5 line diagnostics for NeV/MgV ions in the form of ratio-ratio
diagrams. The line intensity ratios are dependent, in addition, on the relative element
abundances and relative ionic concentrations of NeV and MgV. The ratio-ratio curves
in these figures are drawn for equal element abundances of Ne and Mg, which means
these line ratio curves are the normalized values given by the expressions

(6)
Making use of the computed line intensities, we derive Ne and Te from the ratio-ratio
diagrams. These are listed in Tables 5–6. A consistent value of about 8 × 108 cm–3
for the density and 2 × 105 Κ for the temperature are obtained from the NeV/MgV
ratio-ratio diagrams (cf., Table 5). It should, however, be noted that abundance
anomaly must be taken account of in the analysis and interpretation of observations.
These diagrams will be very useful in analysing and interpreting data from the CDS
spectrometer when available. Also, we can use these diagrams to deduce Ne and Te
simultaneously from the observed line intensity ratios.
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Figure 6. Plot of the theoretical SiVII/MgVII emission line ratio log R1=λ 21.83/
λ278.41 against log R2 = λ 278.45/λ 278.41 for a range of logarithmic electron temperatures
(log Te = 5.7–5.9; Te in K) and logarithmic electron densities (log Ne = 8–11; Ne in cm–3).
Points of constant Te are connected by dashed lines, while those of constant Ne are joined by
solid lines.

5.1 SiVII /MgVII line ratios
We show in Figs. 6 to 9 line diagnostic ratio-ratio diagrams for SiVII/MgVII The
derived values for Ne and Te are given in Table 6. A consistent value of about
8 × 108 cm–3 for density and 6 × 105 Κ for temperature is obtained. The constant
electron pressure of about 5 × 1014cm–3 K is consistent with the transition region
solar plasma. The current observations from the CDS/SOHO will be meaningfully
used to deduce Ne and Te from these ratio-ratio diagrams. This will also greatly help in
the analysis and interpretation of high-quality EUV data from the CDS spectrometer.
6. Concluding remarks
Simultaneous evaluation of the plasma temperature and the density through the line
intensity ratio-ratio diagrams seem to be an excellent diagnostic technique for
inhomogeneous solar atmosphere. Although we have used theoretical line intensities
based on an unrealistic solar model to deduce Ne and Te, the ratio-ratio diagrams
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6 except for log R4 =λ278.45/λ 319.02 against log R2 =λ278.45/
λ 278.41.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6 except for log R4 = λ 217.83/λ 276.99 against log R2 = λ 278.45/
λ278.41.
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 6 except for log R5 =λ275.35/λ 319.02 against log R6 =λ275.35/
λ431.17.

presented in this paper can always be applied, making use of the observed line
intensities. Such observations are expected from the high-quality EUV data from
CDS/SOHO. While we have shown NeV/MgV and SiVII/MgVII lines to be
potentially useful for diagnostics, we expect to estimate Ne/Mg and Si/Mg relative
element abundances and their possible variation in different solar structures when
such data become available from CDS/SOHO.
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